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Html and css for dummies

Freelance Full-stack DeveloperThis article helps you to start in CSS3, explaining the basics of how to display elements in an HTML document. When I started working as a software developer, it was boring for me to encrypt the web user interface. My weakness has always been CSS because it has been difficult for me to do well showing
elements in an HTML document. I had some experience using CSS (version 2), but I was disappointed by the compatibility in the browser. When I have to work with the web user interface, I just copy some layouts that can be found on the Internet. Then it changed when I knew Bootstrap. 1. My previous experienceA. What did I have? As I
said before, I just copied some nice layouts that I could find on the Internet, until the day I knew Bootstrap. With Bootstrap my work has been easier because CSS classes are compatible with all browsers (even IE8), there are decent templates and it can be used with JQuery to make a useful user interface. B. It's all easy with a framework
and !importantI've been working for a school as a software developer, meanwhile, I've got some customers who want electronic invoice software for their companies. So when I started these projects, I used Bootstrap for the UI with some changes and I always applied !important if a class doesn't work. C. ConsequentlyThe projects of my
clients are growing, so I am glad that I make more money. The downside is that I had to change my interface a lot according to the client's requirements. Using Bootstrap and my interface plugins was too heavy, slow and many times with bugs.2. Practice I did it!A. GridWith Grid, we can assemble the layout (or skeleton, as I call it here) of
our sample. We just put: Header, Footer, Main and a Left Sidebar (Aside) as a puzzle. The key to using Grid is to know which elements are parents (as containers) and which elements are children. So the example below shows a father container and three children. &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;&lt;html lang=en&gt;&lt;head&gt;&lt;meta
charset=UTF-8&gt; &lt;meta name=viewport content=width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0&gt;&lt;title&gt;Documents&lt;/title&gt;&lt;style&gt; h1 { margin: 0; padding: 0; } .grid-father { display: grid; grid-template-columns: 1fr 1fr 1fr 1fr; gap: 5px; } .grid-child-1 { grid-row: 1; grid-column: 1; background-color: green; height: 150px; } .grid-child-2
{ grid-row: 2; grid-column: 2; background-color: orange; height: 150px; } .grid-child-3 { grid-row: 3; grid-column: 3/span 2; background-color: red; height: 150px; } &lt;/style&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;div class=grid-father&gt;&lt;div class=grid-child-1&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Row 1 - Colonel 1&lt;/h1&gt&gt&lt;/div&gt&lt;div 2 - Col
2&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=grid-child-3&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Row 3 - Col 3.34&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt;Run the previous example in our browser, We can see how children show up inside the father: The father is a Grid with 4 columns in which each fr represents a fair share of the screen. The first child is
displayed on the first column and the first row because its class has two obvious attributes (grid row: 1; grid column: 1); also applies to the second child and its properties (grid row: 2; grid column: 2). Especially in the third child, located in the third row and the third column, but it occupies 2 columns because the grid column attributes
defined with the number of columns to expand.B. FlexboxS using Flexbox can place several elements in different positions and displays. It was very important to me because many times I had problems with the vertical and horizontal positions of divs, stretching, and images. Grid, for example, with Flexbox, the key is to know where
parents and children are: Display effects only apply from parent to child, not to your child. So the next example shows three types of Flexbox displays: rows, wraps, and columns. &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;&lt;html lang=en&gt;&lt;head&gt;&lt;meta charset=UTF-8&gt; &lt;meta name=viewport content=width=device-width, initial-
scale=1.0&gt;&lt;title&gt;Hộp flexbox&lt;/title&gt;&lt;style&gt; h1 { padding: 0; margin: 0; } .square-container { padding: 5px; margin: 5px; border: 2px solid #000; text-align: center; height: 50px; width: 350px; } .flex-row { display: flex; flex-direction: row; background-color: gray; color: #000; margin: 5px; } .flex-wrap { display: flex; flex-direction:
row; flex-wrap: wrap; background-color: cadetblue; color: #000; margin: 5px; } .flex-column { display: flex; flex-direction: column; background-color: darkgoldenrod; color: #000; margin: 5px; } &lt;/style&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;div class=flex-row&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Hàng Flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div
class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Hàng Flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Hàng Flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt; h1&gt;Hàng Flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Hàng Flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=flex-
wrap&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bọc flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bọc flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bọc flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bọc flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-
container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bọc flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bọc flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Bọc flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=flex-column&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt; h1&gt;Flex&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-
container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Flex&lt;/h1&gt&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;div class=square-container&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Flex&lt;/h1&gt&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt;If we Previous code, it can be seen the difference: Using element display attribute with flexbox as row (flex-direction: row), all internal elements occupy a position in the same line.



If the total size of the elements exceeds the container size, the internal elements will their width. With flexbox as a package row (add flex-wrap: wrap), all elements will have a place in the same line, but if the total size of the elements exceeds the container size, they will move to a new row without resizing any child. Finally, if we use
flexbox as a flex-direction column all elements will have an upright position, in the same column.C. Media QueriesWorking with Media Queries sites can reconfigged all of their elements. Additionally, the site can be parameters with conditional screen size, considering the devices that the page will display on it. In the example below, we
can see how to use media queries and effects when changing the size of the screen. &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;&lt;html lang=en&gt;&lt;head&gt;&lt;meta charset=UTF-8&gt; &lt;meta name=viewport content=width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0&gt;&lt;title&gt;Truy vấn Phương tiện&lt;/title&gt;&lt;style&gt; .test-class:before { content: Extra
Large (normal,without media queries): from 1201px; } .test-class { background-color: #ccc; color: #000; text-align: center; font-size: 24px; } @media (max-width: 767px) { .test-class:before { content: Small: to 767px; } .test-class { background-color: #06943c; } } @media (min-width: 768px) and (max-width: 991px) { .test-class:before {
content: Medium: from 768px to 991px; } .test-class { background-color: rgb(204, 150, 1); color: #fff; } } @media (min-width: 992px) and (max-width: 1200px) { .test-class:before { content: Large: from 992px to 1200px; } .test-class { background-color: rgb(72, 82, 221); color: #fff; } } &lt;/style&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;div class=test-
class&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt;Chúng ta có thể chạy mã HTML trước đó trong trình duyệt của chúng ta , change the width size of the screen and check the magic:When we declare the .test-class class outside a media query, all the properties in the class are taken as the default value, so if we re-define the layer inside a
media query, it only overrides the values that already exist and adds values that do not yet exist.. test-class:before { content: Extra Large (normal,without media queries): from 1201px; } .test-class { background color: #ccc; color: #000; text alignment: middle; font size: 24px; } @media (maximum width: 767px) { .test-class:before { content:
Small: to 767px; } .test-class { background-color: #06943c; } } 3. Conclusion: My relationship with my favorite frameworkNowadays, I know more about CSS and better understand Bootstrap, I can even better use this framework without modifying it. Mixing Bootstrap and private layers is too easy, we just need to put our class behind the
Bootstrap class inside the class property in the HTML tag. &lt;! DOCTYPE html&gt;&lt;html charset=UTF-8&gt; &lt;meta name=viewport content=width=device-width, initial-scale=1.0&gt;&lt;title&gt;Bootstrap&lt;/title&gt;&lt;link rel=stylesheet href= rel=stylesheet href= amp;gt;&lt;/link rel=stylesheet href= &gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;/html&gt;
&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;/html&gt; crossorigin =anonymous&gt; &lt;style&gt; .background-eg { background-color: #f42; color: #fff; } &lt;/style&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;div class=container&gt;&ltlt;div class=row&gt;&lt;div class=col-3 background-eg&gt;&lt;h1&gt;Hello world!&lt;/h1&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;/div&gt;&lt;&lt;/body&gt;In the previous example, we
work with a container, a row and a column (with 3 space marks) from Bootstrap, and apply background-eg as a second layer to add a red background and white font color. To that end I would recommend if you start with CSS, visit CSS-Tricks, my favorite site to learn about CSS. Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your
custom reading experience. By trade, I'm a carpenter's assistant. I often make tables, chairs, cabinets and wooden floors. I'm sorry, let me rephrase that: I was told to do small ingredients that can be added to the final product of someone else's design: I use to do sanding, dyeing, polishing, cutting to measure, pasting things together,
stamping and crucifying things. I do what the top carpenter doesn't have time to do and the kind of work needs to be done. Well, I know, this article is about HTML / CSS and not necessarily about furniture, but the same idea applies: there is no easy way to master everything: the practice does not matter and therefore ,stands on the
shoulders of giants. When I started my journey through the extensive Full Stack Web Development curriculum at Microverse, I noticed something: I wanted to go fast, complete the program as quickly as possible to move on. Now, one thing that makes this curriculum quite unique, is the fact that we are constantly responsible for our
working hours through our coding partners or our independent team. I want to go fast, and therefore I will open the Google Chrome inspector and basically copy and paste the code from the site that we have to copy. Why not? It's there and it's accessible. I don't necessarily copy and paste the code into my code editor, I mindlessly look at
it and type... There is a difference there are people! They say type and I type: but in my head, it's still copy and paste. By being responsible partner, I quickly realized that I didn't fully understand what some lines of code were doing: Hey Seth, whats that code doing on line 236? And so I felt a little embarrassed that I wrote something with
my own hand that I didn't fully understand. Honestly, it is quite common to see people pushing and pushing through just to move on. But at what cost? I mean one thing is to be too hung up on reading everything that MDN has to offer (countless and countless pages of documents) but one thing is mindlessly kind of thing until they sell
work. There must be several types of Conveniently, some kind of sweet point. Enter a copy with a responsible partner and 3 ways to up your game when starting from scratch in Did I do it? When starting from scratch, it's easy to try to create something big: the next Facebook, for example, or a New York Times newspaper. But this is
where the magic of copying shines: these sites have been encrypted for you, code there at your disposal with the help of a browser inspector. All you have to do is tinker, try to mimic what the site is doing and if you are stuck, unpack the magic of the code and try to understand how they did it. Do not copy and pasteIn carpentry, it would
be literally impossible to take someone else's work and sell it as its own; we imitate design, borrow ideas and close results. Coding is a profession and although I'm not saying to completely recreate the wheel to make that site super awesome, I mean take a look at how things are done to try to understand why developers have decided to
take that approach and how that works best for that particular type of design. Understand macro with the vision of future goals. But do not sweat big thingsFold countless times I have seen colleagues trying to read the entire MDN document before starting a new project. That's like reading the Britannica Encyclopedia before writing an
essay or an article. MDN is there for reference. At Microverse, we are supposed to copy 8 sites using pure HTML/CSS and some Bootstrap has given us all the time to try different ways to work. At the end of 8 projects, I'm pretty sure that most of my colleagues feel pretty confident with their HTML/CSS skills: perhaps, most importantly,
we all feel we've achieved quite well at reading the documentation to combine it into our great sites. If you want to get started, here's a link to one of my colleagues suggesting how to start copying. Honestly, I believe there is a beautiful fine line between spending too much time reading/researching code and hacking away until something
works. I've found that through copying the last 8 sites; on the one side I went deeper into HTML/CSS understanding some of the weirdness css has to offer; but on the other side, I feel like I've progressed, moving forward, kind of good.  After all, I have 8 sites to prove it :)  Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your custom
reading experience. Experience.
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